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Editor’s Desk
Greeting from PMI Hong Kong Chapter.
Welcome to our Chapter Newsletter again with the new PMI Branding.
In this issue, we will share the new PMI branding story, chapter activities and upcoming
events with you.
As we are preparing this newsletter, the coronavirus is still spreading all over the world.
We hope everyone stays healthy and safe during this difficult time.
We will always strive to make our newsletters as informative as possible and we are
always open to any ideas that will help us to improve our Newsletter. Please email your
ideas to the editor directly or to any of our chapter leaders.
Thank You Very Much and Enjoy Reading!
Newsletter Editor,
Eva Ma
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President’s Message
Since my last message in our Chapter’s newsletter in November, PMI HK Chapter
has faced a lot of challenges. A lot of the events in 2019 have either been
cancelled or postponed because of the ongoing social unrest in the city.
Meanwhile, through careful arrangements by the organisers, some events were
held smoothly. One of the events successfully held was the Chapter’s premier
event, the PMI HK Asia Pacific Project Management Congress 2019 which was
held on Saturday, 16 November at Cyberport. I would like to thank our Guest of
Honor, Sponsors, Speakers, Guests, Executive Committee Members, Volunteers and all the attendees who
made this congress a success.
Despite the constraints thrown at us, the “show must go on” and I am pleased to share with you our
achievements since November 2019 to April 2020, through the dedicated efforts of the Executive and
volunteers, and with the support from the members and friends.
In preparation for the Congress, the organizing committee prepared risk mitigation and contingency plans
for all possible events that may happen on the day of the Congress, and on the celebration party night. As a
result, on the 16 November 2019, the Chapter held one of its most successful Congresses at Cyberport. The
event was attended by over 200 attendees, with guests from Taiwan, Japan and Mongolia Chapters and
from PMI Asia Pacific office. More about the Congress in this newsletter issue.
PMI launched the new PMI logo on the 5 October 2019 at the PMI Global Conference 2019 in Philadelphia
at the Pennsylvania Convention Centre. I had the privilege to meet Mr. James R. Snyder, one of the five
Project Management Institute Founders, who is casually referred to as the "Father of PMI”, when I
attended the Global Conference in 2019. In the same year, PMI HK Chapter also launched the new PMI HK
Chapter logo at the PMI HK Asia Pacific Project Management Congress 2019 on the 16 November 2019. The
new logo comes with a brand personality of Fearless, Bright and Nurturing.
Our PMI HK Chapter website, social media Facebook and LinkedIn sites have also been launched with our
new logo “Project Management Institute Hong Kong Chapter” with postings of our latest news and
upcoming events, training sessions and seminars. Please visit our official PMI HK Chapter website (https://
www.pmi.org.hk),

Facebook

(https://www.facebook.com/pmihongkong)

www.linkedin.com/company/pmihk) sites.
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and

LinkedIn

(https://

In keeping with our commitment to engage closer with our members, a Chapter members’ event on 17
December was organized to commemorate PMI 50th anniversary and to celebrate Christmas and close
out the 2019 year. In the spirit of Christmas, we held a lucky draw with lots of prizes for all the attendees,
and all participants had a great time during the 2 hours party. In closing out 2019, PMI HK Chapter also
achieved its goal in 2019 and obtained 3 badges from Project Management Institute, i.e. 2019
Achievement in First Year Retention, 2019 Achievement in Membership Growth and 2019 Achievement
in Membership Retention .
In early 2020, COVID-19 presented a challenging time for all of us as the world confronted the pandemic
together. The COVID-19 situation has introduced social distancing which has prevented the Chapter from
holding onsite training classes, seminars and members’ events. However, this has not stopped us from
serving the members and we continue to connect and engage with one another to share information,
ideas and knowledge. We have successfully used online live streaming tools to conduct seminars and
trainings, and will continue to run more of these training sessions, seminars and members’ events until
the COVID-19 situation is over. Please visit our social media sites and our website and register for these
events.
Another consequence of the COVID-19 is the disruption of PMP certification exams. In response, PMI has
offered to reschedule the exam and automatically extend the exam eligibility to 18 Jan 2021, while
extending access to the current PMP exam until 31 December 2020 and postponing the launch of the
new PMP exam until 2 January 2021. PMI is also providing the option to take the Project Management
Professional (PMP) exam online.
The project management profession is resilient and flexible and will continue to deliver projects in these
trying times. I thank you for your continued support for our Chapter and the Chapter will continue to find
innovative ways to serve our members.
Stay healthy and safe !

Best Wishes
Christine Yau
President PMI HK Chapter
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PMI North America Leadership Institute
Meeting and Global Conference 2019
NA LIM and Global Conference 2019 in Philadelphia, Oct 2019

Launch of new PMI Logo on 5 Oct 2019

50th Celebration Party, Region 9 Chapter Leaders
with Sunil Prashara, the President & CEO of PMI

Met with Mr. James R. Snyder, one of the
Project Management Institute Founders
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PMI New Branding Story
By Eva Ma – VP Marketing

The Project Management Institute was founded in 1969
When project management wasn't a thing yet.
It was a small group of people talking about new tools and process that were changing the way work
was being done.

Today, the world of work is changing faster and ever.
We are broadening the stories we tell and the roles we play.

THE
PROJECT
ECONOMY

Today, organization and people are centered around a portfolio
of projects to deliver outcomes.
At PMI, we call this new way of working “The Project Economy.”
For people, this means they need the right skills and mindset to
move seamlessly from project to project in order to help their
organization deliver strategic outcomes.
For organizations, this means decision-makers need to
understand how to staff the right people to form project teams
that drive strategic outcomes.

SYMBOLS
There are 10 unique symbols that make up the language of The Project Economy, 8 of them
are available for use by everyone in the PMI brand ecosystem.
These symbols create a consistent design language that represent some of the
characteristics needed to be successful in the future. Over times, as we use them in our
communications, these symbols will help shape and define The Project Economy, and
demonstrate PMI’s authority and leadership in this space.
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COLLABORATION

We can’t do it alone. Whether its partnering with a colleague,
client, company or non-profit organization, each of us brings
something unique to the table. And we are make be stronger
when we work together.

DETERMINATION

Sometimes projects go according to plan. Most of the time, not.
Perseverance is needed to complete any project and successfully
deliver outcomes that makes a difference in the world.

INNOVATION

New ideas. New products. New methods. Constant
transformation is what helps us tackle new problems and find
fresh solutions. We know that the world isn't one-size-fits-all. We
bring new takes on everyday things to constantly move forward
and make life better across the world.

TEAMWORK

Project are delivered by people, but winning projects are
delivered by teams. Project delivery relies on team players and
people who contribute added value to any project, making the
team stronger.

OUTCOMES

We celebrate not just the process, but the positive impact that
projects around the world makes on society. We’re changing the
world-for the better-one project at a time.

GROWTH

Change and transformation, while at times unfamiliar, spur
progress. Whether it’s skill development or organization
expansion, growth brings new opportunities into our economy–
and contributes to the greater good.

VISION

This can mean bring unconventional. It can mean coming up with
new ideas to solve new challenges. It’s about perspective. Seeing
the big picture, and the ability to create solutions for now that are
sustainable for generations to come.

COMMUNITY

The people that are part of our world make it what it is today. Our
community is one of our most valuable assets. We celebrate it
and keep it going by welcoming all who wish to join us to make
the world a better place.
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Our Brand Positioning
We power The Project Economy, strengthening society by enabling
organizations and empowering people to make ideas a reality.

Our Brand Story
We lead change

We cultivate passion

We have a vision for the future
and know what’s needed to
make it happen.

Nurturing the hearts and minds
of people, gearing them for
achievement with a dedication
to deliver read outcomes.

We build community

We celebrate outcome

Connecting people to the right
resources, tools networks, and
communities they need to
reach their full potential.

Fostering the perspective to
remind us why we do what we
do, and the will to get it done.

Our Brand Personality
We are Fearless
We unafraid to try new approaches, we learn from our failure and
move forward, paving the way for those brave to do the same.

We are Bright
We enlighten and energize people to make a difference in the careers
and an impact in their communities.

We are Nurturing
We understand what our community needs, help people get where
they want to go, and celebrate them along their journey.
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Sharing from PMI Region 9 Mentor
By Danny Chung, Region 9 Mentor, Project Management Institute
Dear members and friends from PMI Hong Kong Chapter,
你好! Nǐ Hǎo!
This is Danny Chung – your PMI Region 9 Mentor. I wish you all are staying safe and
sound in this pandemic period.
In my 1st e-message to all of you, please allow me to share little background of myself. I joined PMI Hong
Kong Chapter in 2004 and have been serving in PMI as global volunteer for over 20 years. During the
day, I am a regional Head of IT and outside of the office, a blessed family man with two children, one
wife, and no pets. We are currently happily living in Hong Kong.
My 1st volunteer job in PMI was teaching PMP examination preparation course in Southern Ontario
Chapter, Canada. I also served in founding the Information Technology Special Interest Group (IT SIG),
monthly members’ meeting and annual congress. It was a small operation back then: we ran around
between public libraries for training and meeting venues. Chapter leadership meeting were held in leaffilled backyards or freezing wintertime basements. Because of project assignment, I was relocated to
Hong Kong in 2004. I am privileged to volunteer in Hong Kong Chapter with 3 blessed past chapter
presidents – Patty Wong, Raymond Wong and Rossana Ho and now Christine Yau – an authentic,
dedicated leader!
So what does a Region Mentor do? I believe in Servant Leadership. A leader always serves first, and then
leads. I like serving people and I volunteered for the PMI Region Mentor role to share my experience at
the chapter level and inspire local chapter leaders. I have been there, done that and seen what my
chapter leaders are facing so I believe I can support them. I am a volunteer liaison between PMI and the
community, providing advice, information and guidance on governance and organizational practices and
policies to PMI community leadership in the region to foster and strengthen relationships, and enhance
communications. I encourage networking and facilitate collaboration among chapter leaders together. I
will use 3 Cs to summarize my role as your Region Mentor:

※
※

※

Connect local to global and also global to local – I am here to build connections between chapter
and HQ, between members and chapter + region + global.
Challenge (grow) – I am here to challenge myself in serving and leading with a growing mindset. I
embrace new ideas, rejecting the status quo and learning from failure. I am here to grow the suite
of services available to chapter members, grow our value, relationships, board members, and
membership.
Cherish – I cherish the opportunity of serving over 20 years in PMI. It is a great opportunity to
learn from other professionals and give back to the project community in a diverse multicultural
environment. Most importantly, I cherish the friendship in ONE PMI.

I work hand in hand with the PMI Chapter Partner (Siti Rozianti) and the Chapter Administrator (Xing Ying
LEE) in the PMI APAC office, Singapore and we have a common goal to support the local chapters.
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Please also allow me to take a moment to introduce the Region 9 community:

※

※

R9 is a happy family comprising of 5 chapters (Hong Kong, Mongolia, Japan, South Korea, and
Taiwan). We have the youngest family member in Asia (Mongolia) and also largest chapter in Asia
(Japan has four thousand chapter members).
We are also close (by geographic distance) to two PMI regional offices – APAC (Singapore) and China
office.

Christine Yau (Chapter
President, PMI Hong Kong
Chapter)

Katae Aritoshi (Chapter
President, PMI Japan Chapter)

Hirotoshi Kamba (former R9 Mentor,
PMI)

William Chen (Chapter President,
PMI Taiwan Chapter)

Kwang-ho Choi (Center, Past Chapter
President, PMI South Korea Chapter)
and Boldoo Magvan (Right, Chapter
President, PMI Mongolia Chapter)

YeYoon Kim (Left 1) – Chapter
Partner
Siti Rozianti (Left 2) – Chapter
Partner
Christine Yau (Right 2) – Chapter
President, PMI Hong Kong Chapter
SoHyun Kang (Right 1) – Manager,
Chapter Development APAC

After I came on board in this role in January this year, I started constant contact with Chapter Presidents on
a couple of strategic initiatives and tactical measures in COVID-19 period.
Let’s start with COVID-19. We followed guidelines from our countries’ health authorities and PMI
Headquarters in maintaining social distance. We offered complimentary WebEx video conferencing facility
for board meetings, trainings, and webinars. Some of you may have attended the April monthly seminar, so
please feel free to jot me a note on your thoughts and feedback. The PMP examination is also available
online in multiple languages and many COVID-19 updates are available on our PMI website. Please check it
out from time to time.
Strategically, I am pleased to share with you all that transformation of PMI is going smoothly. It is not just a
rebranding program. It is an inside-out transformation, from a new logo to new value to our members (1.6
million certifications!). Through the new operating model, local chapter operations and training partner
programs are tailored to the region and its members. To strengthen the support in transformation and
delivery of new PMI value in Asia, a new regional executive position is created – Mr. Ben Breen (Managing
Director, PMI ASEAN), based out of Singapore. Ben, SohHyun Kang (Manager, Chapter Development), APAC
team and I are here to support each of you from Hong Kong Chapter.
Feel free to send me an email at <danny.chung@mentor.pmi.org> or call me at +852 9646-9020.
Until next time, stay safe and blessed.
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PMI Hong Kong
Project Management Congress 2019
By Anthony Tsui - Executive VP Internal
Against a background of social & political disruption & unrest, PMI Hong Kong Chapter was able to
successfully navigate these challenges to successfully host the 2019 PMI HK Project Management Congress
held 16 November at Cyberport Convention Centre.
The theme of the Congress was "Imagine the World, Lead the Way". Coinciding with the 50th anniversary of
PMI, commemorating the 50th anniversary of man landing on the moon, this congress set out (through its
lineup of distinguished local & international guest speakers, anchored by Dr. George Lam, BBS, Chairman,
Hong Kong Cyberport Management Company Limited) to explore on the potential of the Greater Bay Area,
the impact of Technology across diverse industries such as Financial Services, Agriculture, Healthcare, the
challenges & opportunities of Digital Transformation, the importance and business value of Enterprise
Strategy and the important role that Project Management plays in all of these initiatives.
In addition to the valuable insights, the PMI HK Congress unveiled a
new look for PMI HK Chapter , which brings renewed focus and
emphasis on the building blocks of successful delivery such as
collaboration, determination, innovation and teamwork.
Last but not least, I would like to sincerely thank all our dear
sponsors, delivery partners, organising & executive committee,
volunteers, speakers and delegates for all your support. We look
forward to your continued support as we endeavor together to
advance & advocate the field of Project Management.
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PMI Hong Kong Chapter Executive Committee with
our Guest of Honor, speakers and guests

Christine Yau presented a gift of appreciation
to the Guest of Honor Dr. George Lam
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2019 PMI Taiwan Project Management
International Congress
By Alex Sin - VP Volunteer Development
2019 marked the 50th anniversary of PMI and also the 20th anniversary of PMI Taiwan Chapter. The
PMI Taiwan International Congress was kicked-off by Mr. Randy Black, 2019 Chair of Board of PMI.
This event brought together project management professionals, business leaders & delegates from
local industries, distinguished speakers & guests from Taiwan and overseas as well as representation
from PMI Asia Pacific & China offices, PMI Region 9 Chapters: Japan, Hong Kong, South Korea, and
Mongolia.
The theme of Congress was: “Staying Ahead – Building a future-proof Project Management
Profession”. Out of all the great sharing and valuable insights, there were two sessions that we would
like to make a special mention of:
1)

‘It is love that opens hope’ delivered by Professor Brahms Kuo. Using real life examples from the
musical world and earnest participation from the whole audience, Professor Kuo articulated that
project management professionals just like in music, may need to act sometimes as a leader,
sometimes as a team player depending on the situation.
However, both roles are equally important and must work in synergy & harmony like choir for the
project to be successful. In addition, musical performance just like in projects are underpinned by
scope & time management, strength & quality of teamwork and relationships. Without these
ingredients, it will be very challenging and difficult for the performance or project to be successful
and sustainable.

2)

‘Turning point in life’ delivered by Mr. Shih-Feng Chen,
Association of Mouth & Foot Painting Artists.
In his inspiring and heartwarming sharing, Mr. Chen
recounts the devastation of losing both his two arms in a
childhood accident. Even when those closest to him had
lost faith and hope, Mr. Chen remained determined to turn
his life around, in the process not only did he overcome
many obstacles but also discovered hidden talents in
painting and mechanics. Now as a famous mouth & foot
painter and pioneer of custom-made vehicles, Mr. Chen is
a true testament to the power of positive thought and
courage conquers all.

Last but not least, together with PMI , PMI Taiwan Chapter
celebrated their milestone anniversaries with song & dance,
rounding off a fantastic & memorable experience for all.
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Sharing by Mr. Shih Feng Chen

Happy PMI 50th Birthday Bun

Mr. Randy Black and Mr. William Chen, President of
PMI Taiwan, cutting the PMI 50th birthday bun.
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PMI China Congress 2019
By Janet Yu - VP Certification
The PMI China Congress 2019 was successfully
held on 26-27 October 2019 at the Shanghai
International Convention Centre in Shanghai. The
theme for this year is “Technology Made Possible
by a Project Manager”. The Congress saw a
turnout of 1000+ attendees, including Mr. Sunil
Prashara, the President and CEO of PMI, Chapter
leaders from Hong Kong, Japan, Taiwan, Mongolia,
Korea and distinguished international speakers
and guests.

Photos taken at the Congress venue

It just so happens that this year is also the 50th anniversary of PMI and the 20th year since the
introduction of the PMP certification into mainland China. We were delighted to have met Mr. Sunil
Prashara there. He is an advocate of technology and believes that it is a major enabler of business
transformation today. To kick-off the Congress, he delivered a keynote speech on “Leading Projects in
the Age of Disruption”, where he illustrated how technologies such as AI and 5G impact businesses all
over the world, and how PMI can help project managers deliver value to stakeholders through
successful completion of projects – the Project Economy.
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The other impressive session is the “TED Talks” curated for PMI by
TED. The session includes several TED Talks that presented some very
unique projects in different disciplines. Among the speakers, Mr. Ma
Yansong, a Chinese architect, introduced a number of his
architectural designs that blend modern buildings with the natural
environment. He said he does not like to see just “matchboxes” in a
city and his designs are all inspired by nature - mountains, clouds,
volcanoes etc. Some of his works include:

＊

The Absolute Towers in Mississauga, a city outside Toronto. They
are high-rise, residential towers and people call them Marilyn
Monroe Towers because of their curvature.

＊

The Huangshan Mountain Village, a large residential complex in
China. He took the contour lines from the existing mountains
and translated them into
buildings, each having a different
shape and size.

＊

The Harbin Opera House, is a
multi-venue performing arts
centre in Harbin, China. It was
made to look like a snow
mountain so that it can be part
of the surrounding landscape
and merge into the horizon.

The Absolute Towers (above) and The Harbin Opera House or The Harbin
Grand Theatre (below) (Source: Wikipedia)

There was a reception held at the end of day one for
celebrating the 50th anniversary of PMI. Everybody
enjoyed the good food and drinks while mingling
with old and new friends. The Congress successfully
concluded with a dinner with the PMI Chapter
representatives.

Photo taken at the reception with Sunil Prashara,

Photos from dinner after the 2-day Congress (Left: Christine taken with Sunil Prashara and Bob Chen, MD of PMI China)
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Member Event
PMI 50th Anniversary & X’Mas Party 2019
By Keen Lam - Executive VP Finance
The Chapter held a Chapter members’ event on 17th of December 2019 to
commemorate the 50th Anniversary of the founding of PMI as well as a timely
Christmas party to wind up 2019.
This event was held at Fortress Tower in North Point, with free admission for
members as part of the Chapter’s member networking initiative.

President Christine’s welcome
President Christine Yau welcomed all the Chapter members, and invited guests
which included Chapter advisors and friends. Here are some of the interesting
topics covered in her opening speech:





50th Anniversary PMI celebration video – a pulsating 45 second video
showing celebrations at various chapters around the world
Roundup of PMI HK activities during the year, highlights include:







Elections for the 2019/2021 term in Apr and May




3 colours, representing Fearless, Bright and Nurturing

Members’ networking and sharing session on 19 Sep
Asia Pacific Project Management Congress on 16 Nov
Launch of New PMI HK Chapter Logo on 16 Nov

PMI Regional Congresses – APLIM, Japan, Shanghai, HK, Taiwan
PMI Branding – brand personality
10 symbols, representing the key elements of the project management profession

The PMI 50th Anniversary Birthday cake
Everyone raised their glasses to celebrate the event, followed by the cutting of the cake. We somehow
managed to take photo of everyone at the party.
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The Christmas party celebrations, the sharing and networking
After the opening speech, the everyone enjoys the buffet style dinner and had a great time, eating, meeting
friends old and new, and sharing the spirit of the season.
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Games and prizes
Prizes were awarded to members during the games. Here are some of the lucky winners and their
happy smiles.

Thank you and goodnight
The Chapter thanked all attendees for the joyous gathering, in celebrating the 50th Anniversary of
PMI, enjoying good food, meeting fellow project managers and friends, and taking home their
lovely presents.
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PMI HK Chapter 2019 Achievement in
Membership
By Kenneth Hung - VP Membership

Project Management Institute Hong Kong Chapter has achieved 2019 goals in membership
growth and retention and has obtained the following badges from Project Management
Institute.

Thank you very much for your support in 2019 and looking forward to your continuous support
and also introduction of more new members to the family.

Achievement in Membership
Growth 2019

Achievement in First Year
Retention 2019
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Achievement in Membership
Retention 2019

New Measures for PMI Exam Takers
By Janet Yu - VP Certification
As the COVID-19 pandemic continues to spread globally, PMI announced a new update on 18 March
2020:





You can reschedule your exam and PMI will automatically extend your exam eligibility until 18
January 2021.
All paid exam fees will be eligible for a refund and you will be able to reschedule without accruing
penalty fees.
Extend access to the current PMP exam until 31 December 2020.
Postpone the launch of the new PMP exam until 2 January 2021.

Click here to read more about PMI COVID-19 updates: https://www.pmi.org/about/coronavirus-singlesource-message
Click here to check the exam center updates: https://home.pearsonvue.com/coronavirus-update
To keep learning while you are working from home, here is a bunch of free resources to help you enrich
your project management knowledge or even gain PDUs:
https://www.pmi.org/about/coronavirus-single-source-message/resource-hub

PMP Exam Online from April
You can now take the Project Management Professional (PMP) Certification exam online from home or
office, 24/7. The online exam is administered on a secure platform using proven exam delivery
technology. It is exactly the same as the version administered at a test center. For more information,
click here:
https://www.pmi.org/certifications/types/project-management-pmp/exam-prep/online
As a reminder, the PMI Agile Certified Practitioner (ACP) and Certified Associate in Project Management
(CAPM) certifications can also be taken online.

PMP introduce 10 minutes breaks during exam
Both the online proctored testing and center-based testing option for the PMP exam now have a built-in
10-minute break. The exam is now divided into two parts. You will start the break once you complete
and submit the first part of the exam. Please note, you will NOT be able to review questions from the
first part of the exam after you start your break.
You will be permitted to leave the room during the break. Once your 10-minute break is over, your
proctor will check you back in and you will finish the second part of your exam. If you do not return to
the room at the conclusion of your 10-minute break, your exam session will be terminated.
Click here for a summary of the changes in PMP certification: https://www.pmi.org/update-center/
certification-changes/pmp
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Upcoming Training Course and Seminar 2020
By Manoj Kumar Agarwal - VP Programs/ Felix Iu - VP Education

Date

Topic

PDUs

Seminar on “Delivering Agile and Hybrid Projects in
7 May 2020

Complex and Highly Regulated Organizations”

2

By Mr. Sebastian L. Sohn
Outsourcing and Vendor Management for Project
9 May 2020

Management

7

By Alex Sin
16 May 2020 (Day 1)
23 May 2020 (Day 2)
30 May 2020 (Day 3)
6 Jun 2020 (Day 4)
13 Jun 2020 (Day 5)
27 Jun 2020 (Day 6)

20 June 2020

11 July 2020 (Day 1)
18 July 2020 (Day 2)

July 25, 2020

Agile Certified Practitioner (PMI – ACP)® Exam
Preparation Course (6 Half Days)

21

By Mr. Raymond Wong

Agile Fundamentals and the Roadmap to be PMI-ACP
By Mr. Alex Sin

7

Leading ICT Product Development – Scrum
Approach & Design Thinking Mindset (2-days)

14

By Mr. Raymond Wong
PMI Professional in Business Analysis PBA Module I
By Mr. Raymond Wong

1 Aug 2020 (Module II)
8 Aug 2020 (Module III Part A)
15 Aug 2020 (Module III Part B)
22 Aug 2020 (Module IV)

PMI Professional in Business Analysis PBA

14 November 2020 (Day 1)
21 November 2020 (Day 2)
28 December 2020 (Day 3)

Agile Certified Practitioner (PMI – ACP)® Exam

(Module II – IV)

7

28

By Mr. Raymond Wong

Preparation Course
By Mr. Raymond Wong

For more detail, please visit our training course and seminar at our website:
https://www.pmi.org.hk/course-list/
https://www.pmi.org.hk/programs/seminars/
24
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Connect with us!

Project Management Institute Hong Kong Chapter
https://www.pmi.org.hk/

GET INVOLVED, MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
Volunteering is a great way to meet new people, network, take on new challenges, further develop
your leadership skills, and know you’ve helped PMIHK Chapter. For details, please contact our VP
Volunteer Development at alex.sin@pmi.org.hk or our admin at admin@pmi.org.hk
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